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Introduction
f would like to begin these reflections with a short story taken from one

I of the early Chronicles. The story is about one of the founders of the
J-Capuchin reform, Fra Matteo da Bascio, a man "possessed of a little
learning," who had "the simplicity of a dove." He was chosen to be an
apostle in the following way:

It chanced one day that he and some of the brethren attended a funeral at
no great distance from the convent, and on their return Fra Matteo was
walking last of all, in tlre rear. FIe saw lyrng by the roadside a poor beggar,
half-naked and frozen with cold, for it was the month ofJanuary and snow
had fallen the previous night. He begged the passing friars to give him of
their charity something to protect him from the cold, the climate in those
parts being very severe, but it was a fast-day, and they pressed on
unheeding. Fra Matteo, moved with compassion, stripped off an extra
garment that he was wearing under his habit according to custom and gave
it to the poor man. As he hastened on to rejoin his brethren his thoughts
were full of this beggar, so that he said in his heart: "That poor man can be
none other tlan Christ or S. Francis come to show me that we do not
observe true poverg, for Christ did appear in the guise of a poor man of
gende birth to S. Francis in the square of Assisi. The saint put on him his
own garments, and so learnt that poverty was to be the garb of his own
disciples."t

1'lMario 
de Mercato Sarceno) A Capucbin Cbronicle, in Capuchin Classics, v.

vol. 3 (New York: Benziger Brothers, 1931), 14-15.
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In this text the author uses and juxtaposes some significant symbols
to describe the way of the Capuchin reform in the Franciscan trddition, the
Church, and the society of his time. What is described is a conversion, a

turning to the neighbor who has become visible, an engagement, one
marked by an interior corupassion and an exterior sharing. The whole person is
involved, the inner and the outer man: sight, which looLs outward, heart
which feels inwardly, feet, which calrry one forward, and hands which touch.
This change involves a change of place, a re-location into the world of the
neighbor, and a cbange of gannenr in such a, way that now the neighbor is
clothed with the same robe, and thus is treated with the same human dignity
as the holy person. The two have met on the ground of their shared
humanity; they now look alike and feel the same cold, each covered with the
same thin thread. The story is framed in the context of fraternal liturgical
action, a movement from the place of the dead to the place of the living: On
the return from a funeral, commending the dead to the next world, one
moves towards life in this world, acts, and then carries the memory of that
action back into the procession and home of the brothers. Here is the
rebirth of a mission in fraternity and Church, the beginnings of "life
according to the form of the Holy Gospel."

This story is emblematic of the many different dimensions that
unite conversion, evangelization and poverty in the life of a person and
community. Certainly the Capuchin Constitutions (Ch. fV), Plenary Councils
(1971, 1973, 1978, 1981, 1986) tusembly (1992), and the Aid for Animation
and ReJlection (1997) interrelate poverty to almost every dimension of
Franciscan life: the following of Christ, the world situation (systems of
national security, capitalism, money, consumer mentaliry), presence among
the poor (insertion, opening to people, proximity to the poor, sharing their
condition, solidarity), minoritas, fraternity (new communities, the
responsibility of the local chapter), prayer ("Our prayer ought to be the cry
of the poor in the sight of God, and we should effectively share their
condition" II.14), life-style (use of goods, administration, lack of ownership,
buildings, penance, material insecurity), and just about every other value and
activity touching the life of the friar minor. "Poverty," as historians would
argue, is a "global concept," carrying multiple levels of meaning and
interpretation. It is clearly at the heart of Franciscan identity, close to the
center point, especially if it is imaged and personalized as the "following of
Christ," out from which the spokes of the wheel move to encompass the
furthest reaches of the universe.

It would be impossible for me in this short paper to focus on
poverty in all of the dimensions outlined in Capuchin documents and in the
Franciscan story. I would like to concentrate on poverty as the focal point of
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Franciscan identity. I have always believed that the discipline of history is a
means and method towards self-understanding, the research itself keeping
up with our changing experience and questions. So in talking about poverty
I will try to take into account both contemporary experience and the majoi
results of the most recent historical research on Franciscan life, its history
and development. fu a stimulus to discussion and reflection, let me try to
integrate history and contemporary experience in the following ,..rri 1l;
Evangelical Poverqz: What Ffappens, in the Light of the Gospel, When the
Poor Become Visible; (2) The Distinctiveness of Franciscan Evangelical
Poverty; (3) Some Practical Steps: Towards an Ethic of Franciscan
Evangelical Poverty.

Evangelical Poveryr Wlrat Happens, in the Light of the Gospel,
When the Poor Become Visible

One of the most important guidelines which I found very helpful in
my work with the Friars, was to ponder the question: Why is thii issue
arising at this time? It may seem like a funny question, and I suppose only an
historian is trained to think this way, but if we rake seriously both the
Gospel teaching (Mt. 16.l-4) and the Second Vatican Council,s reflections

9n "the signs of the times" (Gaudiunr. et Spes, 4, ll, 42, 44)'then it may be
helpful for us to begin our reflections on evangelical poverty by asking: FIow
is it God is leading us to ask this question at rhis time? Is our very asking of
the question a sign of the Spirit? And what does this sign of a reflection on
poverty mean?

The poor, we know, are not always visible, and it may take an
individual or a group of people years before they come, if they ever do, to
realiz.e the poverty etched in the faces of the people around them: their
confreres, their neighbors, their fellow human travelers. In the United
States we had a good example of this in an editorial piece in Newsateek |ust a,

short time ago, February 9, 1998 (p. la) by John Grisham, the mystery
writer. In a very brief piece, he narrates how in the southern town in which
he grew up "no one talked about the homeless," and the assumption was
made that "someone else, probably a relative, would eventually take care of

2m
_ - _'Tleating "poverty" as a "sign of the times," carries with it important

methodological and theological considerations: an emphasis on the action- of the
S^nilt_in community, t}e call of God in one's life, the movement of history towards
God. It implies a shifting from the abstract to the concrete, from the deductive to the
inductive, from fixed positions to the willingness to live with ambiguity and the need
for progressive discernment. Cf. M.-D Clienu, "Les Signes des 

-Temps, 
Reflexion

theologiquei 
-L'E_glise 

dans le m.onde de ce temps : conxitutiin pastorale Gaudium. et spes,
vol.2, edited by Yves Congar, Michel PenchJnard, (Paris : Editions du Cerf, lg67i.
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them." Later, when he grew up he went to New York and was accosted by a

panhandler, who followed him, yelling at him, and to say the least, making
him very uncomfortable. "The incident," he writes, "did nothing to arouse
my concern for the homeless, but it did make me notice and avoid street
beggars. And since nearly everyone else avoided them, too, I was certain the
problem would simply go away." It did not.

In fact during the 70's and 80's in the United States the problem
grew greater as substance abuse, teen age runaways, unemployment
increased. As the poor became increasingly visible in the cities and the rural
poor wandered towards urban havens, they took on the anonymous faces of
abusers, single mothers, orphans, the mentally ill, those suffering from
AIDS, the unemployed, the preyed-upon elderly, the illiterate, the new
immigrants from the South and the Pacific Basin, those without health care.
These people suddenly marched en rnasse onto the stage of American history,
and we could say world history, in the last forty years of the twentieth
century. They became a recognizable "social problem," much as they had
been previously during the global Great Depression, or in industrialized and
urbanized ghettoes of the mid-to-late-nineteenth century. In this sense, with
the poor entering onto the stage of human historlz, our ovrn history mirrors
that of the twelfth century.

Someone such as Michael Harrington, who saw the poor of our era,
traced their existence in a series of influential books: The Otber America:
Pouerty in the United States, 1962; The Vast Majority, A Joumey to the World's
Poor, 1977; The New American Poaerty, 1984.' In the mid-1980's the
American Catholic Church began to respond systematically to such
changing conditions, and after a series of "hearings" the Bishops issued in
November 1986, Economic Ju*ice for all: A Pastoral letter on Catbolic Social
Teaching and the U.S.Economy.Ten years later they identified at least three
different economies in the United States, with a growing increase in the
stark conditions of life for the vast majority of people.* On the global level,
the Parliament of the World's Religions, meeting in Chicago in 1993, issued
"Towards a Global Ethic" with its "commitment to a culture of solidarity
and a just economic order," and a conference held at Columbia University in
199+ related these developments in the world to the work of the United

'Harrington, The Otber Am.erica: Pouerty in the United States (New York:
Macmillan,1962); Tlte Vast Majority, a Journey to the World,'s Poor (New York: Simon
& Schuster, 1977); Tlte New American Pouerty (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1984).

*See the tenth anniversary edition, Econom.ic Justice for All, Pastoral Letter on
Catholic Social Teaching and tbe U.S. Economy QVashington D.C.: The United States
Catholic Conferenc e, 1997).
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Nations.s Throughout this period, John Paul II, who also saw the poor,
issued a series of enryclicals describing, analyzing, and proposing a path of
solidarity and justice: Laboreru Exercens (1981), Sollicitudo Rei Socialis (1987),
Centesiruus Annus (1991), Eunngelium Vitae (1995). In 1984 the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith issued an'instruction on liberation in which it
stated that "the Church, which wants to be the Church of the poor
throughout the world, intends to come to the aid of the noble struggle for
truth and justice. She addresses each person, and for that reason, every
person."o The Catecbism of the Catholic Church, LggZ, contained an explicit
section on "Love for the Poor" (2443-2+48), summarizing the heart of the
Church's response in this way:

In its various forms-material deprivation, unjust oppression, physical and
psychological illness and death-hum.an misery is the obvious sign of the
inherited condition of frailty and need for salvation in which man finds
himself as a consequence of original sin. This misery elicited the
compassion of Christ the Savior, who willingly took it upon himself and
identified himself with the least of his brethren. Flence, those who are
oppressed by poverty are the object of a preferential loae on the part of the
Church which, since her origin and in spite of the failings of many of her
members, has not ceased to work for their relief, defense, and liberation,
through numerous worls of chariry which remain indispensable always and
everywhere (2448).

But this condition of poverry which had the face of a human being
remained out of the sight of many, including John Grisham, beyond the
field of his vision, or perhaps behind him, or underneath him, or off to rhe
side, out of his periphery. The spiritual, emorional, material, instirutional
strucrures of his life did not permit the poor to become actors on history's
stage. Instead, they remained anon)rmous, invisible. In a certain sense, John
Grisham remained divorced from the full history of his own times. The poor
remained unseen, that is, untilJohn Grisham became aware. He began to do
research for a new novel about a lawyer advocating for the homeless. He
drove into inner city Washington, visited shelters, interviewed women,
children, street people, the addicted. "I cried only once," he writes,

I was in a soup kitchen one night, trylng but failing to appear
inconspicuous, when a young mother rushed in with three children-an

sSee The United Nations and the World's Religions: Prospects for a Global Ethic
(Cambridge, MA.: Boston Research Center for the 2lE Century, OiS1.

osee 
Instrutction on Certain Aspects of tbe Tbeolog, of Liberation, Libertatis

Nuntias,1984, )O.5.
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infant and twin boys. She was running from something, but no one seemed
to care. Her boys were about 4, dressed in rags and bone thin, and they
attacked a, tray of peanut-butter sandwiches as if they hadn't seen food in a

month. A volunteer fixed them a plate with cookies, an apple, a cup of
vegetable soup and more sandwiches. They ate furiously, their eyes darting
in all directions as if someone might stop them. They stuffed themselves,
because they knew the uncertainties of tomorrow.

"Dominas ita dedit mihi fratri Francisco incipere faciendi poenitentiarn... lThe
Lord granted me, Brother Francis, to begin to do penance in this way]" (Test
1).' Grisham concludes: "Little street soldiers, preparing for the coming
battles. Is this the Third World, I asked mysel0 Or is this America?" Ffe
might have answered, "Both."

It may seem rather simple, but it seems to me that the Spirit in
moving within our Franciscan Orders today, and most specifically within the
Capuchins, at a very basic level, and posing the challenge "to be faithful to
Our Lady Holy Poverty," is asking friars to see and to take responsibility for
their place in history. To see the poor is to enter into life as it is, to see the
human condition "purely" and "without gloss," and, moved by compassion,
to agree to become players in the game of real life. The topic for the next
Capuchin Plenary Council could have been any number of things:
conversion, prayer, govefirment, atheism, mission, the church. The very
topic of poverty for a Plenary Council of an Order which is universal is itself
a "sign of the times," placing the Capuchins squarely within the historical
vortex of social change in the late twentieth century and on the eve of the
rwenty-first century. It is a call to make God's Spirit aisible and redible, and
it means that one is willing to accept that one's own history is intricately
determined by the history of the neighbor who has now become visible;
one's own history is thus a shared history.

Recent historical studies indicate that the Franciscan movement
came to birth precisely at that time in history when the poor became visible,
much as they are doing today. "Poverty" then became the focal point of a

religious identity precisely because it stood for people's willingness before
God, society, and the Church to accept historical responsibility at a time of
vast social, political, and ecclesiastical change, and to discern in those
changes the very call of a provident "Most High One."' Poverty meant

'Francis and Clare, Tbe Complete Works. Translated and edited by Regis J.
Armstrong, Ignatius C. Brady (New York Paulist Press, 1982).

tsee Michel Mollat, The Poor in the Middle Ages, An Ersay in Social History,
translated by Arthur Goldhammer, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986);
fundamental are the many articles in La Conaersione alla Poaerta nell'Italia dei Secoli
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taking a fundamental anthropological and communal stance towards
engagement with the world; it posed a basic personal and communal
religious challenge: "Tollite corpnra aestra et baiulate sanctan crucent. eius, et
seqairnini asqae in finern sanctissima praecepta eius fTake up your bodies and
take up his holy cross, and follow his most holy commands even to the end]"
(OtrP 15.13). Practically speaking, poverty translated itself into both fidelity
to and conflict with inherited pastoral approaches, a willingness to
experience shame and insecurity, social and ecclesiological marginality, the
creation of new structures and institutions which mediated berween people
whose condition in life left them at war with themselves and with orhers,
and a steady life of engagement, fidelity, work, patience, and prayer. '
Voluntarily chosen, poverty brought with it a sense of dignity, power, and
creativity; it represented the use of freedom on the same plane with and for
the benefit of one's neighbors. "' It is indicative of the Franciscan tradition of
poverty, that no matter what historical shape it has taken (e.g. the early
fraternity, the movement of the friars into the cities, the development of the
Observant and Capuchin reforms, the work of the Third Order Regular
Sisters and Brothers, the projects of the Secular Franciscans), in its genuine
form it has always possessed these characteristics. But it has always begun
with taking the visibility of the poor seriously, personalizing them, sharing
their condition, and giving them the dignity of being active participants in
the formation of the human community and in the formation of one's own
identity.

But, like John Grisham, we also find ourselves today before the
question: Are the poor visible to us? Or, instead, do we suffer, individually
and collectively from the problern 0f the inaisibility of the poor? Perhaps we
share in what M^ry Douglass has aptly described as internalized "structural

Xil-XV. Atti del )Ofl/II Covegno storico internazionale, Todi,14-17 Ottobre 1990,
(Spoleto, n.p-, 1990), especially Ovido Capitani, "Verso una nuova antropologia e
una nuova religiosita," pp. 447 -471.

'See Giovanni Miccoli, "Chiesa, riforma, vangelo e poverta: un nodo nella
storia religiosa del XII secolo," Francesco d',4sisi, Reaha e m.emoria di un'esperienza
yjyialta, (Tornio: Einaudi, l99l); Raoul Manselli, "Evangelismo e Poverta," Il Secolo
XII: Religione Popolare ed Eresia, (|ouvence, 1983); La Poairta del Secolo XII e Francesco
d',4ssii. Atti del II,Covegno Internazonale, fusisi 17-19 Ottobre, 1974, (Assisi, n.p.,
197-5), especially Manselli, "La Poverta nella vita di Francesco d'Assisi," pp.255-282,
a1r{nl. 285-306. Most importandy see the series of articles in Dalla "seqiela Christi"
di Francesco d.',4ssisi all "Apologia della Pouerta. " Arti del XVIII Covegno internazionale
fusisi, l8-20 Ottobre, 1990, (Spoleto: n.p., 1992).

"'For broader comments in the light of papal teaching see Gregory Baum,

!b.e Pyory\of labor, A_Com.m.entary 0n Laborem Exircens, Enryclical Letter of pope
John Paul II, (New York: Paulist Press, lg82),14 ff.
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amnesia," an institutional way of thinking, being, and acting which (l)
blocks personal curiosity; (2) organizes how we articulate our history and
our self-understanding; (3) imposes certainty on uncertainty; (4) creates the
boundaries of our thinking; (5) sets the poles of our moral understanding;
and (6) allows us to become acceptable to the others we define as "part of
our class or group or fraternitas" but excludes those outside." Clearly, all of
us have some serious self-reflection to do in these areas, and from my own
experience I would say that the contemporary "sign of the times," the
aisibility of the p00r as actlrs on the stage of history, is also coupled with an
inherited problem of (structural 

arunesia." The two together are the stone
and flint flash-point which engenders a Plenary Council on the theme of
"Franciscan Poverty."

We are getting together to discuss an issue we have examined at all
previous Plenary Councils (after all, what is there left to say?) because
something either has not worked or has not reached historical maturity. And
when the Franciscan flashpoint of "poverty" comes to the surface: Beware!
Things are happening! Poverty, as history would te[ us, is a hornet's nest of
competing fraternal stingers; and courageous indeed is the group of friars
which is willing to sit down and discuss it with a view to change. Grappling
with this Franciscan issue is precisely what the Franciscan movement did
when it placed itself in the middle of changing social conditions, the
structural amnesia of the Gregorian reform, and peoples' genuinely religious
aspirations for a better life; or what the early Capuchins did when they saw
God's movement in the changes of their own time, confronted the life style
and pastoral practices of many of their own Observant and Conventual
confreres, and formed new and creative alliances with the world."

In order to illustrate more clearly this notion of what happens when
the poor become visible and the problem of "structural amnesia" surfaces,
let me take a twentieth century example from outside of our Franciscan
family. At least it will show us that our challenge is not unique, our
discussion not isolated from much larger trends in the Church. The example
describes a movement which in fact would give birth to many of the reforms

"See Mrry Douglass, Hru Institations Tbink, Syracuse, (New York:
Syracuse University Press, 1986), esp p. 102.

"The issue of reform is very complicated, but as a beginning see Roberto
Lambertini, Andrea Tabarroni, Dopo Franiesco: L'Eredita dfficilq (Tolino: Edizioni
Gruppo, Abele, 1989); the essays in The Capacbin Reform.: htoyt in Comm.em.oration of
its 450" Anniuersary 1528-1978, (Youngstown, OH: North American Capuchin
Conference, 1983); and especially, Optat de Vehgel, O.F.M.Crp.,"La R6forme des
Freres Mineurs Capucins dans l'Ordre Franciscain et dans l'Eglise," Collecta.nea
Franciscana 3 5( I 965): 5- I 08.
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of the Second Vatican Council and be one of the chief foundations for the
conciliar development of the Church's "option for the poor." The scene is

that of the Church in France in the year 1943. Many of the bishops have

aligned themselves with the collaborationist Vichy government during the
Nazi occupation. In the traditionalist view of the churchmen, the clergy
possessed an inherited social status and were defined in terms of their
teaching, ruling, and sanctifyrrg functions. The two social institutions, state

and Church, thus shared an emphasis on authority, hierarchy, obedience,

order, and loyalty. In addition, in exchange for support, the Vichy
government itself promised concessions (support for schooling, recognition
of religious orders, reimbursement for Church property) to the Church.
The faithful were urged to support the compromise.

In this situation, a minority of the population--members of the
resistance, Protestants, Catholics, some chaplains, Dominicans and Friars
Minor, Capuchins and Jesuits-rejected the compromise and argued for a

noffn for Gospel [ife, truth and justice, which moved beyond the inherited
structures of society. They saw thart the anti-semitic germs of National
Socialism tainted everyone who cooperated with the Nazis and, refusing to
support the government laws requiring laborers to support the Third Reich,
pushed for disobedience to established authority. A new pastoral situation
was developing and rapidly changing the alliances, classifications, and

configurations which had dominated the inherited structures.

In 1943. La France, pays de mission? appeared. The "institutional
amnesia" which had allowed a compromise with the Vichy regime and left
the poor to fend for themselves became historically unmasked. For the first
time people began to see and to analyze a.nd to feel the alienation/disaffiliation
of the working class from the Church's sacramental structures; they begtn to
see that the alliance with inherited social structures prevented both a witness

to the Gospel and a genuine experience of God; they began to see their
neighbor and to make common cause. Individuals began t0 see that the
Church was missing from the world of the poor, that shared lay, democratic,

and fraternal values needed incorporation into the Church's structures. And
people took responsibility for what history had unmasked. Linking the
reform of Church and society, liberation from oppression, and the
promotion of Christian poverty (the rejection of the insignia and institutions
of power, the valuation of ordinary work and identification with the poor),
intellectual and pastoral leaders pushed for the adoption of a new pastoral

strategy (vernacular liturgy, small groups, a la,y practice of poverry) relating
the Church to a changing society."

"This analysis is based on the fine doctoral dissertation by Mrry Theresa
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Based on this human experience a world of theological and pastoral
creativity exploded in the post-War period. Alternate approaches to the
presence of the Church in history and society appeared, one aligned with the
more traditionalist or "new Christendom" approach, and one which
proceeded more from the war experience with its human, ecumenical, and
universalist values. "Poverty" in this context stood for much more than an
ascetical value, or a personal vow, or even a pastoral strategy of helping and
assistance; it meant a social, ecclesiological, and pastoral option based on the
visibility of the poor, the Church's pastoral and institutional identification
with them, and the incorporation into new structures of lay and fraternal
values. It was hardly accidental that one of the members of the refor-irg
group, the Dominican Yves Congar, in the midst of the Second Vatican
Council gave a series of lectures later translated as Power and Poaerty in tbe
Cburch. "We come into an inheritance," he wrote,

not lacking in grandeur and titles of respect, but which is now so archaic,
rigid and ponderous that we risk being incapable of being to ruen what men
themselves and what the Gospel require us to be today. In the outward
forms we have inherited from a venerable past we must be ruthless critics of
anything that may on the one hand betray the spirit of the Gospel, and on
the other, of anything that may isolate us and set up a barrier between us

and men. Certain forms of prestige, certain tides, or insignia, a certain
protocol, certain ways of life and dress, an abstract and pompous
vocabulary, are all structures that isolate us, just as there are structures that
humiliate or degrade. What was formerly in place in a world much more
stable than ours and imbued with respect for established honors is today
only a sure way to isolation: a barrier to what we most sincerely desire to
express and communicate...This is extremely serious. For it means that we
are in fact no longer able to meet men on the ground where they are most
themselves, where they express themselves freely, experience their most
real sorrows and joys, face their true problems. We are in danger of living
in their midst, separated from them by ahaze of fiction.t*

The Second Vatican Council, as we know, incorporated many of the values
which had been given new life in the vortex of the Second World War.
Experience and history had unmasked an internalized instirutional amnesia,
and the architects of the Council, such as the mendicant Yves Congar, were
deeply committed to restoring the Gospel as an "absolute in Christendom.""

Moser, Tlte Cburcb, tbe Sect, and tbe Poor in France, 1880-1965, Graduate Theological
(Inion, Berkeley, 1983, Chapters IV-V.

'*Yves Congar, Power and Pouerty in tbe Churcb (Baltimore: Helicon, 1965),
138-139.

"Was it only accidental that one of Congar's most insightful essays was one
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This necessitated institutional and pastoral change and a concomitant
moraUemotionaUintellectual conversion. "Poverty" thus became the key to a

total vision of God, the Church, and the world, and the "option for the
poor" began to emerge as the symbol for the willingness of religious people

to take responsibility for their neighbor. Flere is a fine example of what
happens when, in the light of the Gospel, the world of the poor becomes

visible.

I take this example from the European experience because it may

very well be that the development of the "option for the poor" in the post-

conciliar period, the struggle of religious with the Vatican authorities, and

the distancing of the institution from the more radical stances of the

liberation theologians, has clouded our ability to see clearly the importance
of the issue of "poverty" 

", 
it touches fundamental presuppositions about the

relationship berween the Church and the world.'o We are liable to lose the
forest for the trees, and although we are moving very slowly, the truth is that
we are moving towards a new vision of God and the world. In talking about

"poverty" we are in a certain sense not talking about poverty at all but are

actually touching questions of human and Christian and Catholic identity
involving religious experience, life-style, pastoral strategy, the exercise of
authority, the attitude towards our neighbor, and the institutional image we

present of ourselves. The issue is one of the Gospel's presence in the one

world. Now, more than ever, as we stand on the eve of the third millennium,
our Franciscan tradition has the capability of echoing in the hearts of our
brothers and sisters; but for it to do that, we must first see and experience

the visible presence of the poor and then take responsibility for that
historical moment.

Some Practical Steps towards Visibility:
I have found from my experience as Provincial Minister that we do

inherit institutions, emotional responses, and intellectual frameworks that in
some way make poverty in all of its dimensions and the poor in all of their
feelings invisible to us. We must learn to ask questions from the viewpoint
of the others, those not touched by our lives and our works, those outside of
the Church's pastoral care, those whose circle of society does not intersect

titled "St. Francis of fusisi: or The Gospel as an Absolute in Christendom?" St'

Francis of Assisi: E toyt in Commem.oration, 1982, ed. Maurice W. Sheehan' (St'

Bonaventure, NY: The Franciscan Institute, 1982).

'non the post-conciliar developments in Latin America see John Kiesler,

Siy.s and Instru*intt of Liberation, _Tie Confedernion of l-qtin 4*:2t!".]eligious
1itan1 and a Contextual Tbeolog of Religious Lrft f"* 1966 until 1991, (Kampen:

UitgeveriiKok, 1996).
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with our own. We must learn to see. Only when our own history leads us
outside of our inherited structures, as the experience of resistance led many
French religious to identi$r with the poor, can we unmask our structural
amnesia. I have seen this accomplished in many different ways:

The experience of the death of a blood brother has

opened up for people the world of those suffering from AIDS;

The experience of a year spent in formation in
Guatemala has made the reality of the other and the structural
amnesia of North America apparent to formation students.

The experience of divorce in one's family has opened
up the perspective of those alienated from the Church;

The experience of what was at first perceived as a

militant feminism has forced the realization of the grace of the
other in the Church;

The experience of the frailty of old age striking a

community has led towards an understanding of the poverty of
the elderly;

The experience of bureaucratic torture from a health
maintenance institution has led to the awareness of the
structural amnesia of our entire North American health care

system;

-lhe experience of a trip to the Third World has led
to the development of a heart which has the poor present in its
very depths, at all times, everywhere;

The experience of a General Chapter has forced the
problem of global suffering and accountability into daily [ife.

It would be naive to say that each one of these experiences was not a

way of penance engendering confusion, anger, distrust, fear; and also a way
of compassion, grace, fraternity, and Love. I would like to suggest that this
may be happening all around us, but that the structural amnesia of our own
methods of communication, interchange, and preaching make these
experiences privatized and therefore publicly invisible. What we need to do
is to place our experiences of poverty and the poor at the heart of our
nerworks of communication, shared stories of faith, table talk, institutional
programs; then and only then will the poor become visible and real progress
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be made in developing a Franciscan identity centered on the culture of
evangelical poverty.

The Distinctiveness of Franciscan Evangelical Poverty
It is fairly clear from both academic studies such as those by

Michael Harrington and also our own experience that the faces of the poor
who have become visible have changed over the last thirty years. No longer

dominant are the hobos, men of the road, blind street people, and inner city
winos of our youth; instead, in addition to the traditional descriptions (the

inner city African Americans, the mountain people of Appalachia, the

migrant workers, the mentally ill, the Native Americans) we have a host of
contemporary names for the poor and miserable: unemployed single

motheri, inner city children, sexual deviants, d*g addicts, fuian and

Hispanic gang members, family rebels, the displaced welfare recipients, the

elderly, the anonymous but very real global poor." The word paaperes at the

time of Francis and Clare of fusisi had a similarly wide range of meaning.

The sources for the time included among the poor: mfirruus, rnalesanus,

miserabiles persunae, egeni, carcerati, paaperes mulieres, paaperes laici ciaes,

pauperes Christi, leprosi et leprosae.'* Francis himself used a wide range of
i"r-r, each referring to a slightly different condition, economic, moral,

social, and spiritual: "poor man," t'transient," "powerless," "sick," "lepers,"
"beggars," "vile and despised," and these words were attached to almost

"r"ry 
class of "poor men," " poor priests," "poor knights."'' The early friars,

proceeding first from the experience with the lepers, soon found themselves

present with all of these people and classes, but as Manselli has argued so-

well, what they saw as the uniSring characteristic was the shared condition of
human suffering and misery, isolation and horror."'They had begun to see

and become compassionate with the world simpliciter and sine glossa. But was

there anything distinctive about their presence' something which made their

movement "new"? The answer can easily be discovered by a very short

comparison of Scripture texts at the heart of the two major options for the

poor which existed at the time of Francis and Clare.

"A good analysis can be found in Michael Harrington, The New American

Pouerty.

'*See Rinaldo Comba, "Dimensione economiche e sociali dell'indienza (fine

XII-meta XIV secolo)," La Conuersione alla Pouerta, 33-51; Antonio Rigon, "I
Testamenti come atti di religiositi pauperistica," Ibid.392-414.

"See as particularly revelatory RNB 9.2 -4, Test. 7.

'"Raoul Manselli, "La Poverti nella vita di Francesco d'Assisi," La Poaerta

del Secolo XII, 25 5 -282.
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The rnonastic option

The k.y Gospel text which the monks, both Benedictine and
Cistercian, placed at the heart of their own way of life and also their care for
the poor was Acts 4.32-35, the description of the early Christian
community. Here was an image of the primitive Church existing in perfect
reciprocity and charity. A person entering into this rype of society, which
through the interpretation of John Cassian and others had come to be
equated with the monastic way of life, voluntarily renounced the personal
ownership of goods; he willingly became personnlly poor. Poverty in this view
did not extend to the community as a whole ("everything was owned in
corunon," as the text said), and the community through its functional
relationships had the obligation and duty to care for its own members and to
give from its superfluity to those outside its social location. In fact without
that action of pastoral charity and concern there could be no salvation for
those seeking perfection; the existence of the poor was central to the
economy of salvation. The rwelfth century reforms of both Citeaux and the
Canons Regular, reinterpreting the Rules of Benedict and Augustine,
emphasized in addition to personal voluntary poverty, common property,
functionality, social charity, the values of manual labor (Cistercians) and
close pastoral contact with the people (Canons). Some of the new groups,
such as the Humiliati, were heavily influenced by these styles of presence to
and among the poor."

Tbe option of berntits and tbe wnndering preacbers

In response to changing social conditions, both the hermits and the
wandering preachers, with a good deal of overlap between them, adopted as

their basic text another way of being apostolic: Mt. 19.21, the Lord's
command to the "rich young man," to "sell your possessions and give to the
poor," and Lk. 9.1-6, l0.l-4, the missionary commissioning of the rwelve
and the seventy-two disciples. Here was a new way of life responsive to new
conditions, a life of poverty and preaching among the poor, without appeal

to the Acts of the Apostles, but in itself a primitive apostolic form. In the
first days of his conversion, Francis even put on the habit of a hermit, as

"See Giovanni Miccoli, Chiesa Gregoriana, Ricberche rulk Reform.a de secolo

XI, (Firenze n.p.,1966),225-299 on the "form of the primitive Church"; Martha G.
Newman, Tlte Boundaries of Charity, Cistercian Cubure and Ecclesiastical Reform,, 1098-
1180, (Stanford, CA: Stanford lJniversity, 1996); ChristopherJ. Holdsworth, "The
Blessings of Work: The Cistercian View," Sanctity and Secularity: Tbe Churcb and the
World, Studies in Churcb Histo\, 10, ed. Derek Baker, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1973),59-76; Maria Pia Alberzoni, "Gli inizi degli Umiliati: una reconsiderazione,"
La Conaersione alla Pouerti, 187 -237; Manselli, "Evangelismo e Povertt," Il Secoh XII.
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Celano indicates, and the eremitical tradition in its forms and poverty made
a great impact on him." Peter Waldo, whose life pattern was very similar to
that of Francis, heard the apostolic text from the synoptics, left his family
community, and began a life of poverty "with no concern for the morrow"
and preachirg. fu a layman he claimed the apostolic right to preach from
the Lord and also a right to subsistence for his labors." Francis heard, of
course, the text from Matthew and referred extensively to the way of life
outlined in the missionary discourse of Luke (ER I 1, 14). Yet Francis did
not adopt this option of evangelical poverty with all that it implied.

The Euangelical Option

As contemporary historians would argue, Francis spelled out the
details of his own choice in the Testanrent) a text which in the course of the
centuries has been central to both the Observant and Capuchin reforms.
With respect to poverty, his was fundamentally a Christian and
anthropological choice involving personal renunciation, life with brothers,
communal poverty, and identification with people in their suffering; it was
in short, aiaere secundurn foram sancti Eaangelii (Test 14) or the sequela
Christi.T The Son of Man himself was in fact the "form of the Gospel,"
making of poverg, a personal and dramatic way of being embedded in the
history of one's own time, a fundamental way of relationship between
people. Francis' understanding of poverty can best be understood not as the
hearing of a Gospel text but through a series of symbols which he describes,
the meaning of which can be quickly summarized in relationship to the
other options of his period:

A. Tbe doing of merry with lepers: The leper, as we have seen,
represented humanity in all of its suffering, misery, and affliction; the leper,

"See Franciscan Solitude, edited by Andre Cirino and Josef Raischl, (St.
Bonaventure, NY: The Franciscan Institute, 1995).

"On Waldo and the Waldensians see Kurt-Victor Selge,'Characteristiques
du premier mouvement vaudois et crises au cours de son expansion," Cabiers de
Fanjeaux, Vaadois languedociens et Pauares Catholiques,2(1967): ll0-142; "I movimenti
religiosi laici del XII sec., in particolare I Valdesi, quale sfondo e premessa del
movirnento francesca no r" Protestantesimo, 43 ( I 988): 7 I -92.

'*Flere I am following with some modifications Giovanni Miccoli, "Francis
of fusisi's Christian Proposal," Greyfriars Reaiew,3 (1989): 126-172; Ovidio Capitani,
"Verso una nuova antropologia e una nuova religiositi," La Conaersione alla Poaerti;
Raoul Manselli, "San Francesco dal Dolore Degli Uomini al Cristo Crociffiso,"
Analecta Tertins Ordinis Regularis, XVI(1983): l9l-210. For the biblical texts see
Optatus van Asseldonk, "The Letters of Peter in the Writings of St. Francis,"
Greyfriars Reuiew, ll(1997):243-255; "Favored Biblical Teachings in the Writings of
St. Francis of Assisi," Ibid,, 3 (1989): 287 -3 14.
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male or female, was the "poor one," without protection, without juridic
rights, an image of the way in which God's Word chose to take flesh in our
midst. And Francis chooses to follow him, to co-participate, to be one with
this condition of suffering humanity. Here, it should be noted that
evangelical poverty is a condition of compassion (suffering with) undertaken
in response to a personal encounter. It is not an abstraction, a value, an
ideal, but a freely undertaken condition which is shared by all peoples.
Christ took the form of suffering men and women, and Francis met him and
them not by seeking renunciation as a means to personal perfection, nor by
entering into a pre-established religious state of life (the monk or the
hermit), nor by assisting the poor out of the superfluity of his life, nor by
hearing a Gospel text which made him a chosen apostle to "those outside."
Poverty here is not a pastoral strategy; it is the experience of the human
condition in all of its dependency and frailty.

B. The coming of brothers: For Francis, the way of life revealed to him
as the forvtam sancti Eaangelii occurred after the same Lord who had led him
amohg lepers "gave me brothers." Poverty was a way of being together with
others in the world, and in contrast to the hermit's, his was a fraternal life in
poverty; in contrast to the mon[<s, it involved communal renunciation, for
the witness of co-participation with anyone who was human (suffering) was
not just that of the individual but that of the brothers as a fraternitas. Poor
brothers, ntinor, together with others, on a mission of peace. It is indicative
that nowhere in the writings of Francis do you find a reference to Acts 4.22-
25." Both Francis and Clare were adamant that, as much as possible, this
practice of being brother and sister coupled with communal renunciation
was central to the way of life (LR VI; RCI VI). Thus, the text of the
approved Rule reads: "The brothers shall not acquire anything as their own,
neither a house nor a place nor anything at all. Instead, as pilgrims and
strangers in this world who serve the Lord in poverty and humility, let them
go begging for alms with full trust." (6.1-2) Clare in particular, gave

extraordinary witness to the importance of distinguishing this charism from
the traditional propertied forms of the aita aplstnlica.'o In contrast to Peter

"The basic contrast berween the apostolic and evangelical lives is well
analyzed in Duane Lapsanski, Eaangelical Perfection, An Historical Exam.ination of the
Concept in tbe Early Franciscan Sources (St. Bonaventure, New York: The Franciscan
Institute, 1977). Confer also Nguyen-Van-Khanh, Tbe Teacber of His Heart: Jesus
Christ in tbe Tbougbt and Writings of St. Francis, trans. Edward Hagman (St.
Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute, 1994).

'oSee Marco Bartoli, Clare of Assisi, translated by Sister Frances Teresa,
O.S.C., London: Darton, Longman, Todd, 1993, pp.53-76, and most recendy
Maria Pia Alberzoni, Cbiara e Il Papato, Milano: Edizioni Biblioteca Francescana,
1995; Werner Maleczek, "Questions about the Authenticity of the Privilege of
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Waldo and many Waldensians, the friars also renounced all privileges, even

the right to claim a right to preach or recompense for preaching. The only
thing the individual owned was his sin. (RNB 17.7)" The Testan ent gives

adequate witness to Francis' continued insistence on the rejection of
privile ges belongin g to the fr at e rnitas / or do (2 4 -2 6).

C. Clothing and work: The TestarTtent narrates that the early friars

"were content with one tunic, patched inside and out, with a cord and short
trousers"(16). Francis had given up the hermit's garb, once again indicating
his refusal of an established way of life, and the friars accepted the clothing
of ordinary people, girt round with a belt, and with trousers which
distinguished them from the Benedictines who wore "trousers" only when
traveling. Theirs' was to be a life of itinerant preaching. Poverty and mission
were clearly interconnected from the beginning. All of these elements were

symbols of poverty with respect to the defined religious way of being of the
time. Francis and companions wore essentially l^y clothing and were

engaged in tasks of ordinary people: work." It was from this base of co-
participation in ordinary human suffering that they preached peace. A
further differentiation is apparent in the fact that according to the canon law

of the time, the monks were expressly forbidden to beg, which could be an

occasion of sin." Begging, of course, supplemented the friars'work.

D. Tbe confirmation of the Lord Pope: From the very beginning of his

new "Gospel way of life," Francis made a significant institutional alliance,

one based on obedience to the Lord Pope. In other words, he placed his

understanding of Gospel poverty under the traditional and interpretive
protection of the Roman Church. And he found his choice confirmed. fu
the friars developed this was to become an important force in the dialectical
debates surrounding the practice of the evangelical way of life. Initially, the

mark of this Roman obedience distinguished Francis and the friars from the

groups of wandering preachers who had broken allegiance with the papacy,

claimed an independent right to preach, and in some cases to administer the

sacraments."'The fact that this practice of poverty for Francis existed within

Poverty of Innocent III and of the Testament of Clare of Assisi." Translated by
Cyprian Rosen and Dawn Nothwehr, Greyfriars Reaiew 12 (1998) Supplement.

"See the important remarks by both Selge and Bligny in La Poaerta del

Secolo XII e Francesco d.'Assisi, pp. 285-306.

"For pertinent observations see Theophile Desbonnets, From' Intuition to

Institution, Tbe Franciscazs, (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1988), 20-23.

"Cf. Chiara Frugoni, Francis of Assisi: A Lrf, (New York: Continuum, 1998),

46-47.

"'Cf. Thadee Matura, "L'Eglise dans les Ecrits de Frangois d'Assise,"
Antonianum., LVII (1982): 94-ll2;Michele Maccaroon€, "S. Francesco e la Chiesa di
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the context of the Church was a reality to which the Capuchin reform was
very sensitive, reliant as it was on the interplay berween the Rule and
Testaruen6 experience, development, and the papal interpretations in Qao
Elongati (1230), Exiit Qui Seminat (1279) and Exiai de Paradiso (1312).
Certainly the role of the institutional Church in the interpretation of
Franciscan poverty has been much debated from Sabatier to our own time,
and need not be repeated here, but my own experience and understanding
would argue for a symbiotic relationship berween charism and institution."
The consequences of this view will emerge shortly.

These symbolic actions which Francis and his companions took at
the very beginning of his hearing of the "Gospel," all of which bear direcdy
on the distinctive vision of evangelical poverty, placedltrs frateruitas and ordo

on a very peculiar and difficult road in the society and Church of his time. It
is precisely the interchange berween these factors moving in, at times,
almost contradictory directions (the promise to live sine proprio both
individually and communally, the identification with the life of the ordinary
poor person, the choice to be obedient to the Roman Church, the
acceptance of brothers) which formed the matrix in which Francis and his
companions learned the "following of Christ," who himself lived in a zone
of struggle, misjudgment, persecution, and obedience. The willingness to
become poor on the terrain of history and in the real context of life's
contradictions would in fact make Francis into an image of the Incarnate
Lord. Contemporary exegesis of the Earlier Rule has indicated the
importance of this dialectical and dialogic process encompassing many
elements and touching such areas as money, leadership, and the relationship
with women." Scholarship is moving Lw^y from the interpretation of

Innocenzo III," in Approccio Storico-Critico alle Fonti Francescane, ed. Girardo
Cardaropoli and Martino Conti (Roma: Ed. Antonianum, 1979),31-43.

"In this sense I would agree with the conclusions of Pietro Zerbi who
contrasts his view with the tendencies of Giovanni Miccoli: "Sembra proprio di
dover concludere che la collaborazione fra due modi di pensare cosi diversi, pur in
una profonda identita di obbiettivi, fu aspro mavaglio; e che l'armonia ua le due
perfette obbedienze, alla rivelazione dell'Altissimo e alla Chiesta romana, fu per
Francesco una faticosa conquista, animata e sostenuta dalla convinzione, propria dei
veri obbedienti, che l'unita,nella vita ecclesiale, e sorgente insostituibile di ricchezze
inestimabili. La storia dei suoi rapporti con Ia Chiesa romana e tutta qui." Pietro
Zerbi, "Ecclesia in hoc mando posita" : Studi di storia e di storiografia m,edioeaale raccobi in
occasione del 7A genetliaco dell'autore, ed. Maria Pia Nberzoni, (Milano: Vita e

Pensiero, 2003): 355-384,with quotation from page 384.

"See Jacques Dalarun, Francesco: un pa;sfiggio, Donna e donne negli scrittti e

nelle leggende di Francesco d'Assisi, (Roma: Viella, 1994); and most importandy Felice
Accrocca, Antonio Ciceri, Francesco e I saoi frati, (Milano: Edizioni Biblioteca
Francescana, 1998).
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Franciscan history which defines it in'terms of an earlier "golden age,, and a
later "fall from historical grace," although the virtue of this viewls that it
raises in a legitimate way the real problem between a vision of Franciscan
evangelical poverty sine proprio and institutional power and
accommodation." Rather, a complex process of interlocking elements
combined to structure the friars insertion into the historical process. From
the very beginning, regula and uita,letter and spirit, intuition and institution
were linked. A similar law of development and change can be seen in the
early history of the Capuchins with the clearly marked differences between
the constitutions of 1536, 1552, and 1575.'o Such a view, as will be seen, has
important implications for a consideration of the ethics of Franciscan
poverty.

The reality of this distinctive choice of evangelical poverry is made
even clearer by a brief reference to the way of life chosen by Ignatius Loyola
for his Society. Two points of comparison will make the point. First, tirere
were great similarities between the thirteenth century Franciscan movement
and the sixteenth century Ignatian. Both groups shared a commitment to
evangelical poverty, simplicity, a rejection of avarice in all of its forms; both
relied on a long tradition of the virrue of renunciation. The Autobiograpby,
fuercises, and early Constitutions are permeated with the value of poverty.
Yet, the intention and actions of Ignatius himself differed greatly from thoie
of Francis. For example, out of the 6,815 letters which date from the last
nine years of Ignatius' life, 142 concern financial matters directly; 658 deal
with questions of property transactions, collections of rent, appeals for
funds, the financial foundations of the Sociery. Ignatius operated with the
help of a good secretary as he oversaw the development of the apostolic
works, especially the colleges, of the young movement." He allowed the

""Fall from historical grace" is the term of David Flood, Work for Eaery
O^ry1 Fryncil 9f lssin and the Etbic of Seruice, (Quezon City, Philippines: 

-CCfUe
Office for Asia/Oceania, 1997),179. Confer my own review, "The Early Franciscan
Movement: Reflections on a Recent Work," Tlte Cord,48 (1998): Z6-il. See for a

!r[.. gxpo_siq9n of this view, Roberto Lambertini, Andrea Tabarroni, Dopo Francesco:
L'E1editi. Dfficile. The interpretarion is very well argued in Andrea Ta6arroni,*La
regla francescana tra autheticit6 ed autenticazione," in Dalla ,,Sequela Christia" di
Francesco d',4ssisi all "Apologia della Pouerta, pp. 79-'122, btt conrrast with Flood,s
view presented in the same collection, "The Order's masters, Franciscan institutions
from 1226 to 1280," pp. 4l-78.

'ncf. The pertinent studies in Tbe Capuchin Reform,: Essays in Comem.oration
of its 4500 Anniuersary 1528-1928 with special'referencl to Lazaius Iriarte, O.F.M.
C"p.,_"The Most Hjgh Poverty of the Capuchins fu Seen in Their Early Legislation
and Other Ancient Sources," 123-138.

"See Thomas H. Clancy, "Saint Ignatius as Fundraiser,,, Stud.ies in the
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ow:rership of land, villas, houses with gardens, financial endowments for the
colleges (but not for the professed houses). Although begging was valued, it
gradually fell into disuse while still being incorpoiat.d iitJthe formation
program. As one modern Jesuit has phrased it, ,,With him, the Companions
did not choose to live for the sake of poverry while doing apostolic work.
They chose to do apostolic work in poverty.,,,o Second,"foi Ignatius the
apostolic idea of service became the highly adaptable norrn whiJh was used
in the discernment of issu-es-regardlng pou".ry. br. of the most respected of
mod ern Jesuit historians, J ohn O,Mal1ey, wriies,

Ignatius' personal experience fairly early persuaded him that too severe an
understanding of _,,1.to4 poverry,, hindered his attempts ,,to help souls,,,
and later he..and his colleagues in the Society saw even more clearly the
impracticabifity of such an.understanding for the institution th.y *.r.
founding. The depiction of the disciples of*Jesrs in chapter four of the Acts
of the Aposdes holding all their goods in common provided a model of
"evangelical poverty,, more appropriate to such a situation. The stress fell
less on being in want than in having nothing to call one,s own.,,

The view was closer philosophically, theologically, and practically to that of
Thomas Aquinas fo1..whom ,,peifection Io", "rrot 

consist esientially in
poverty, but in the following of Christ. Therefore each religious institute
will be m-ore perfect in reg-ard to poverry in proportion tJ its having a
poy.rry adjusted to its end."" Certainly a valid viewpoint, but Bonaventure
and Thomas had parted company orei three hundred years before Ignatius
and the Society evolved their view.,, For the friars, ,p...h about poverry was
speech about the possibiliry of Christian perfection, an ideal imaged in the
following ofJesus, who was "a poor man and a transient and livej on alms,

Spiritaality of t!te^Jey1its,-25 (1993): l-37. For the Ignatian approach in general see the
entire issue of Studies, 8 (1976):,,On Becoming floor, A S'1rmposi"* 3" B"angelical
Poverty."

_.'lqgnh A Tetlow, SJ., "The Transformation of Jesuit poverty,,, Stud.ies,l8 (1986): 1-37, with quotation from page 3.

"O'Malley, Tbe First Jesuir.s, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University press,
1993),348.

.. ^'\ q"^oT.{i1.G:9rq._ E. Ganss, SJ., ,,On How to Become Evangelically
l9or," Studies, 8 (1976): 85-t5, with quotaton from page 95. The reierence in
Thomas is to ST, II-II, Q.188, 7.

"On this split between the Dominicans and the Franciscans see Lambertini
-1rg 

Tabarroni, Dopo Francesco: L,E1ed.i1i. Dfficile, 5l_75; Roberto Lambertini,
"Momenti delle formazione dell,identita fr"r..ilrna nel .orri.rto della disputa con i
secolari, (1255-1273)," i. Dalla ,,Sequela Cbristi" di Francesco d,Assisi all,i4jihgia della
Pouert&", pp. lZ5-172.
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he and the Blessed Virgin, and His disciples." (ER VII 5) At the heart of the
discussion was the necessity of identiSring with Jesus Christ in all of his frail
humanity and in the many different forms of poverty he took in the history
of human beings.

Some Practical Steps: Towards an Ethic of Franciscan
Evangelical Poverty

The revival of the sources for our Franciscan life, a closer look at
the Capuchin and Observant reforms, the call of the Church itself, and the
new visibility of the poor have occasioned a strong reexamination of the
practical consequences of our Franciscan tradition of poverty. It is not that
of the monastic or apostolic alternatives. Our life, both individually and
collectively is much more focused on the following of Christ in his suffering
human condition, on co-participation with our neighbor. Communion is
more significant than mission; being brothers and sisters as important as

ministry. The form which this takes is determined by a willingness to
struggle inside of the matrix of the Rule, Testamen4 being brothers, papal
interpretations, and identification with people. The rub can come both
personally and communally. What practical steps does this w^y of
evangelical poverg, indicate? Here, let me just describe two directions: (1)

Styl. of governance and formation; (2) use of goods and administrative
actions.

A close examination of the Capuchin Constitutions,

Chapter 4, indicates a steady awareness of both living within
the matrix I have tried to outline and the need for a continual
discernment of the appropriate witness to evangelical poverty
in changing historical circumstances. Clearly the ownership
and use of money is allowed (62-6+) as are insurance policies

and investments (66); involvement in civil administrative
processes is permitted (62); houses should "be suited to the
needs and ministries of the fraternity" (68), and the superior
should provide for maintenance (69); churches should be

suitably appointed (70). Yet in all of these cases and others,
there is a clear tension in the directives: Such phrases occur as

"if and when this may be necess ary," (62) "for the necessities of
our life and apostolate" (63), "only as an ordinary means of
exchange" (64), "permission" (65), "the avoidance of the
appearance of affluence or profit-makirg" (66), "but they may
not accept foundations, perpetual legacies or inheritances that
have personal rights and obligations" (66), "avoid every
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accumulation and speculation" (67), the buildings should not
"appear inaccessible to anyone" (68), and "let us accustom
ourselves to being in need." (74). In the "manner of working,"
the friars are to "assume services and ministries in so far as

they are compatible with our fraternal life or the necessities of
the Church and the people require them" (77). But how do we
know what is "compatible" and what is a "necessity"?

. The guidelines here certainly presuppose the existence of a

pluriformity as is noted in the "Aid for Animation and Reflection," #4. But it
is important to note that the pluralism does not derive from the
understanding of evangelical poverty itself. It derives instead from the subtle
process of discernment requisite upon life in the middle of a conflictual
matrix which involves living sine proprio in conjunction with co-participation
with those who are suffering, being brothers, and obedience to the Roman
Church. It is precisely the conjunction of factors which makes evangelical
poverty dynamic and requires each generation of friars to engage in a

formative and re-formative process. In order to be friars and to be
committed followers of the poor Christ, we must be willing to engage our
differences, to live with disagreement and struggle; willing "to become
subject, one to another," and to place our own views in the cauldron of a

dialogical process which is always developing. Thus, there is a strong
connection benreen the living of evangelical poverty and the style of self-
governance compatible with our way of life: local house chapters and the
sharing between houses and entities (GGCC 67), the duties of superiors and
treasurers (67,71), accountability in all directions (71,73), budgeting and
disclosure of information (71), reliance on outside perception and evaluation
(67 .6, 68.2, 7 1.9, 7 2.2).

All of this interchange requires trust and vulnerability, spiritual
depth and commitment, adaptability, compassion, engagement, sensitivity,
patience, courtesy, the avoidance of wrangling and disputes, willingness to
change, to do penance, humility. But that is precisely the point. Poverq, is a
means to the evangelical goal of the "following of Christ" in his
identification with suffering human beings. Perhaps what the friars are about
is to give collective witness to the image of Christ clearly indicated by the
Second Vatican Council:

Jesus Christ carried out the work of redemption in poverty and oppression,
so the Church is called to follow the same path if she is to communicate the
fruits of salvation to men. Christ Jesus, "though he was by nature
God...emptied himself, taking the nature of a slave" (Phil. 2.6-7), and
"being rich, became poor" (2Cor. 8.9) for our sake. Likewise, the Church,
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although she needs human resources to carry out her mission, is not set up
to seek earthly glory, but to proclaim, and this by her own example,
humility, and self-denial.n'

(2) The practice of evangelical poverty touches some of the very
basic cornerstones of our society and Church, values and approaches
enshrined in our legal systems, our textbooks, our fundamental economic
relationships: righ*, prwer, prnperty, jursidiction, u.se of things, freedom, necessity,

superfluity, risk, justice, ownersbip. This is why historians are now beginning to
speak about an "ecunun ica franciscana" ot an "eclnnrnia politica" or a "language
of Christian perfection" which touches the roots of society.'' To some extent
our Franciscan family is meant to give witness to an alternate economic
culture. If this is the case, then our administrative actions need to be
permeated with policies and guidelines which reflect our open struggle to
live within the matrix which makes poverty alive. Some areas which seem to
me significant are: (1) ownership of property; (2) the size of our savings; (3)

investments; (4) corporate structures; (5) administration of goods and the
relationship between our ministries and our fraternal life; (6) credit cards,
personal accounts, the tools necessary for our work; (7) our willingness to
participate in litigation. Once again, all of this will place us in a fraternal,
ecclesial, and social matrix, which is the seedbed for our witness to the
following of Christ as brothers.

Clearly, within the context of our Franciscan tradition of
evangelical poverty, no less a challenge is held out to us than to make visible
and credible to those poor who have once again entered into history the
mercy and compassion of a God who is a co-participant in their suffering,
human condition, and from within that frail condition makes the good ne\4/s

of salvation (literally: peace, health, well-being, justice, the promise of
eternal life) real.

n'Lumen Gentium 8, in Vatican Council II, Tlte Conciliar and Post Conciliar
Documents, ed. Austin Flannery, (Collegeville: The Liturgical Press), 197 5.

*'See as a beginning Giacomo Todeschini, "'Oeconomica Franciscana,'
Proposte di una nuova lettura delle Fonti dell'Etica Economica Medievale," Riaista di
Storia e Letteratura Religiosa,Xll (197 6): 15-77; Una economia politica nel Medioeao, ed.
Ovidio Capitani, (Bologna: Patron Editore, 1987); Andre Tabarroni, Paupertas
Christi et Apostolorum, L'id.eale frnncescano in discussione (1322-1324), (Roma: Istituto
Palazzo Borromini, 1990); Roberto Lambertini, "-Usus and usura,' Poverty and
Usury in Franciscans' Responses to John )OilI's Quia uir reprobus," Francican Studies,
s4 (1994-1997): 185 -210.


